
Build the ultimate guest experience!
You want your customers to focus on their experience and not have them worry about anything else.

What can ChatFood do for you?

Create the best-in-class event experience

Browse

Let your guests "Sit back, relax and enjoy" with Chatfood’s cutting-edge ordering solution. Our one-click ordering allows your 
guests to fully immerse themselves into your experience rather than having to worry about how they can order food and 
drinks.

SMS or WA Tracking 

Engage with customers
before, during and after their visit

Offer F&B without impacting your
customers’ entertainment experience

Provide hospitality for large
spaces and a diverse audience

for Events

scan the code on tables
or sign boards

Accelerated checkout

from a list of participating brands

through an intuitive, branded system
- Multi languages available

from the kitchen to the table
 — automagically, within Whatsapp

Attract more guests

ChatFood unlocks the invaluable opportunity to know who your 
customers are, and what they like, capture feedback and engage 
with them. Our commission-free technology captures customer 
data on delivery and dine-in orders and allows you to offer the 
ultimate personalized experience to your loyal customers. 

Order 



They offer a fast, personalized, and rewarding experience every meal

What is the impact?

average spend
+34%

average basket
+14%

cost reduction
25%

customer satisfaction
+52%

Drive more revenue

ChatFood supports your growth and helps you capture 
incremental revenue. Drive web, social media, and dine-in orders 
with data-driven marketing capabilities and let you engage with 
your customers via WhatsApp, SMS, and email. We don’t stop 
here. With our advanced upselling features built into our product, 
never miss an opportunity to capture revenue.

What’s next?

Collect relevant data

Bring your VIP experience to the next level. With our 'call wait 
staff' feature, encourage guests to upgrade their seat/box.

Integrations

Get a custom 
proposal!

Get your business 
to the next level      

Want a free mystery
shopping session?

Rodolph Salamehlets 
    chat +971 58 631 5226 rodolph@chatfood.io


